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Arcade 
Diamond 
Pillow

Skill Level: 
Intermediate

 
 

Diamonds are a girl’s best friend especially in this pretty 
purple print from FreeSpirit’s Caravelle Arcade by Jennifer 
Pagnelli.

Finished Size:  
12" x 24" (30.48cm x 60.96cm) Diamond Pillow 

Fabric Requirements:
Caravelle Arcade by Jennifer Paganelli
(A) PWJP098.PURPL  ¼ yard (.23m) or one fat eighth
(B) PWJP099.PURPL  ¼ yard (.23m) or one fat eighth
(C) PWJP102.PURPL  2⁄3 yard (.60m)
Striped denim print, for background and backing  
7⁄8 yard (.80m)

Additional Requirements
Dual Duty XP All-Purpose Thread to coordinate with 
fabrics
One 12" x 24" (30.48cm x 60.96cm) pillow form

Optional: 
Spray starch
Sewing Machine
Rotary cutter/mat/ruler with a 60° line
Iron/pressing board
Basic Sewing Supplies
Cutting Instructions

Technique: Patchwork & Machine Applique

Designed By: Jennifer Paganelli

Brand: FreeSpirit Fabric

Crafting Time: Day

 
 

FreeSpirit 
presents: 
Caravelle Arcade 
by Jennifer 
Paganelli 
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Cutting:
Fabric A, cut:
(1) 5 ½" (13.97cm) wide strip; line up the 60° line on the 
ruler with the bottom raw edge of the fabric and trim the 
left edge, then line up the 60° degree mark with the bot-
tom of the fabric again and trim 5½" (13.97cm) away from 
the first cut, repeat to cut a second diamond

Arcade Diamond Pillow

Fabric B, cut:
(1) diamond shape (repeat Fabric A cut)  

Fabric C, fussy cut:
(4) 1¾" x 16" (4.45cm x 41.91cm) diagonal strips center-
ing the width of the strip on the diagonal purple/white/
pink stripe motif (see photo)
(4) 1¾" x 20" (4.45cm x 50.8cm) diagonal strips centering 
the width of the strip on the diagonal purple/white/pink 
stripe motif (see photo)

From the striped denim print, cut:
(1) 13" x 25" (33.02cm x 63.5cm) piece, for background
(1) 13" x 18" (33.02cm x 45.72cm) piece, for pillow back 
(1) 13" x 16" (33.02cm x 40.64cm) piece, for pillow back

Sewing Instructions
Sew all seams using a ¼" (.64cm) seam allowance unless 
otherwise instructed.
1. Fold the 13" x 25" (33.02cm x 63.5cm) striped denim 

print in half lengthwise, press, and open. Fold in 
half crosswise, press, and open. Using the folds as a 
guide, position the Fabric B diamond in the center 
and pin in place. Measure 1" 2.54cm) away from the 
side points of the diamond and position one Fabric A 
diamond piece to the left and the other to the right 
of the center diamond (see photo). Pin in place.

2. Fold the long sides of each Fabric C strip ¼" (.64cm) 
to the wrong side and press. (Optional: Spray starch 
is helpful when pressing to create a crisp edge.) 
Position the 20" (50.8cm) long strips diagonally on 

the center of the background piece, making sure to 
overlap the raw edges of the diamond pieces by at 
least ¼" (.64cm) from left to right and approximately 
½" (1.27cm) at the top and bottom (see photo). The 
strips will cross each other at each diamond point, 
and extend beyond the background piece. Pin in 
place. Top stitch each strip to the background 1⁄8" 
(.28cm) away from the folded edges using matching 
thread. 

3. In the same manner, position and stitch the 16" 
(40.64cm) long strips diagonally at the short ends of 
the pillow, covering the edges of the diamond pieces 
as in step 2. The strips will cross each other at the 
diamond points and extend beyond the background 
piece. 

4. Trim the pillow top evenly with the striped back-
ground piece.

5. Pillow back. Turn under one short edge of the 13" 
x 18" (33.02cm x 45.72cm) striped denim piece 
approximately 1½" (3.81cm) to the wrong side and 
press. Top stitch ¼" (.64cm) away from the raw edge. 
Repeat with the 13" x 16" (33.02cm x 40.64cm) piece.

6. Position and pin each backing piece right sides to-
gether with the pillow front, overlapping the finished 
edges in the middle and aligning the raw edges with 
the pillow front. Stitch all the way around using a ½" 
(1.27cm) seam allowance. 

7. Turn the pillow right side out and insert the 12" x 24" 
(30.48cm x 60.96cm) pillow form.
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Arcade Diamond Pillow

Fabric Key  
Caravelle Arcade by Jennifer Paganelli
(A) PWJP098.PURPL 
(B) PWJP099.PURPL 
(C) PWJP102.PURPL 

(A) (B) (C)
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